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Chapter 91: Who can stop this power? 

"God, tell me, it's not true!" 

Ye Feizhang shouted wildly in his heart, almost hysterical and heart-piercing. 

He took the precious Nether Pill, and spent his life to raise his strength to a small level. 

But Su Lang didn't even do anything, so his strength rose step by step, and he reached the level of a 

quasi military commander! 

Ye Feizhang really doubted life! 

Seeing Ye Feizhang and Ye Lingfeng with different looks, Su Lang smiled coldly and directly called the 

attribute panel. 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Quasi-Martial artist 

[Attack level]: Prospective military commander 

[Defensive Level]: Senior General + 

[Shenfa Level]: Pinnacle General+ 

[Endurance Level]: Senior General + 

【Mastering Techniques】: Boundless Heart Sutra, Chasing Soul (Advanced, Beginner), Lei Si Zhen Jue 

(Elementary, Xiao Cheng), Lei Guang Zhen Jue (Elementary, Xiao Cheng); Lei Gang Zhen Jue (Elementary, 

Elementary); 

Bajia Bodybuilding Jue (Intermediate, Beginner), Yunyan Cangsibu (Intermediate, Beginner), Mianwu 

Bodybuilding Jue (Intermediate, Beginner), Jiuxiang Mountain Treading Technique (Intermediate, 

Beginner)... 

(Some exercises have been omitted) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key training function (level 5), one-key martial arts function (level 5), 

clone dispatch function (level 5), one-key treasure hunting function (level 3) 

"With such power, who can stop it!?" 

Su Lang sneered and pulled out the Purple Spirit Sword again and again, exuding a terrifying murderous 

aura. 

"Ling Feng, go!" 

Ye Feizhang was panicked, grabbing Ye Lingfeng's shoulder and throwing it away. 
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Immediately afterwards, he held a long sword and rushed to Su Lang desperately. 

At this moment, Ye Feizhang's only thought was to preserve the only hope of the Ye Family. 

It's just that he never expected that Ye Lingfeng had already been struck by Su Lang and his faith 

collapsed. 

"Chasing the soul, Suo!" 

Seeing Ye Feizhang rushing over, Su Lang let out a cold snort, and the long sword stabbed forward 

without fancy. 

"Chasing the soul, condensing!!" 

At the moment of the moment, Ye Feizhang used the defensive sword in the chasing soul to stand in 

front of him. 

"Ding stunned--!" 

A piercing sound of gold and iron clashing through the sky. 

Ye Feizhang's body resembled a puppet thrown out by a giant, hitting a huge rock fiercely. 

"boom!" 

The boulder exploded and smoked. 

Ye Feizhang vomited blood, his expression frightened and desperate! 

"Humph!" 

Su Lang snorted, and the next sword would take Ye Feizhang's life. 

And just now! 

"Be merciful!" 

A loud shout came, and the three figures rushed into the valley, their breaths were disturbed, and it was 

obvious that they had just arrived. 

"Who dares to stop me?" 

Su Lang frowned and looked at the sound. 

I saw a man with great looks, broad chest and great power. 

The other two people, one is fat, the two curved eyebrows are thick as ink, and the other is eight feet 

tall with a beard. 

These three people are exuding strong spiritual energy fluctuations, and they are all military 

commanders! 

Su Lang changed his mind to guess and knew that these three people were the other three general 

masters of Red Maple City. 



"Guard Yinzhou! Patriarch Bao Zheng! Patriarch Yu Feng!" 

When Ye Feizhang saw these three people, he shouted with joy. 

He didn't know why these three people appeared here, but he knew that if these three people held Su 

Lang, his grandson would be safer! 

"Patriarch Ye, how could you..." 

The three Yin Zhou came to the front and looked at Ye Feizhang in disbelief. 

They never expected that the dignified Ye Family Patriarch, a military commander-level powerhouse, 

would actually be beaten like this. 

Similarly, they never expected that Su Lang would become so strong in such a short time! 

That terrifying aura has already approached the military commander! 

This is incredible! 

But the fact is right in front of them, and they have to believe it! 

Originally, the Yinzhou trio were also very interested in Su Lang's secrets. 

But seeing Ye Feizhang's tragic situation, they all put away thoughts they shouldn't have. 

After all, it is a crime for the weak to hold treasures, and it is only natural for the strong to hold 

treasures! 

"Patriarch Ye, I will heal you." 

Bao Zheng hesitated for a moment, took out a bottle of pill, and walked towards Ye Feizhang. 

"Wait!" 

"The three are really idle, they happened to be here so by chance." 

Su Lang smiled coldly, "Could it be that the three of you also covet my secret?" 

Chapter 92: No one can save you today! 

As soon as this remark came out, the Yinzhou trio suddenly stagnated. 

How long has it been, how long has no one dared to speak to them like this? 

They wanted to get angry instinctively, but the three of them all held back. 

Look at Ye Feizhang's dog-like appearance, angry? Looking for death! 

"amount......" 

Yin Zhou smirked, "I heard the name of the public for a long time, today..." 

"Can you be more straightforward?" 

Su Lang interrupted directly: "Just say you are coveting my secret!?" 
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Su Lang also knew that there was a stir between himself and the Ye family, and it was impossible for Yin 

Zhou and others to investigate himself. 

However, the investigation belongs to the investigation, and I know something, it's okay if it rots in the 

stomach, if you dare to slap your teeth and claws, just chop it! 

"This... of course not!" 

Yin Zhou was directly questioned by Su Lang, feeling unhappy, but he still resisted. 

"Not just fine." 

Su Lang snorted coldly, "If I dare to interfere in my revenge, I will kill you." 

Having said that, Su Lang carried his sword and walked towards Ye Feizhang. 

"Mr. Su Lang, the Ye family has already paid a great price, and Ye Feizhang has done this too..." 

At this time, Yin Zhou came forward with haha and said, "Look, can this end here?" 

Yu Feng and Bao Zheng looked at Su Lang at the same time, and based on what they thought, Su Lang 

should stop there because of Yin Zhou's face. 

After all, Yin Zhou's identity is the guard stationed by the Martial Artist Alliance in Red Maple City. 

However, Su Lang didn't buy it at all! 

"That's it!? A joke!" 

Su Lang sneered, "No matter how much they pay, they can't make my parents survive. All I want is blood 

debt!" 

"But Su Lang, I have received a warning from my superiors that there is an abnormality in the first 

generation of the Red Maple City stronghold. It is estimated that a wave of fierce beasts will erupt!" 

Yin Zhou looked sad and lowered his posture again, "Every time a wave of fierce beasts, Red Maple City 

is precarious. We need Ye Feizhang's strength. 

Su Lang, but please forgive him once and let him fight for Red Maple City, how about? " 

"Oh? A wave of fierce beasts will erupt?" 

Su Lang raised his brows and then sneered, "What about the wave of fierce beasts? It's nothing more 

than some vulnerable reptiles!" 

After all, Su Lang's figure moved and disappeared in place. 

"not good!" 

Yin Zhou and others' complexions changed drastically. 

But when they wanted to stop Su Lang, it was too late. Su Lang had already appeared in front of Ye 

Feizhang! 

"Go to hell, no one can save you today!" 



Su Lang cut out with a sword, and the sword light fell like thunder to the world, and instantly fell on Ye 

Feizhang's head. 

"Do not!!" 

Ye Feizhang let out an unwilling roar, and was cut in half by a sword. 

Immediately afterwards, a terrifying thunderbolt exploded, burning his body to ashes! 

"Ding! You get space ring*1, high-level spirit soldier*1..." 

The system prompt came, and Su Lang was at ease. 

"You!! You actually killed Ye Feizhang!" 

Bao Zheng pointed at Su Lang with grief and anger, his mouth trembling when he spoke. 

Yin Zhou and Yu Feng were also shocked. A generation of military commander-level powerhouses even 

said they would kill them! 

"What? Do you have an opinion on me?" 

Su Lang turned his eyes, staring at Bao Zheng, and a cold killing intent gradually spread. 

"Goooo!" 

Bao Zheng shrank his neck and couldn't help swallowing. 

Compared with Ye Feizhang before taking the Ning Ming Pill, how could he dare to be an enemy of Su 

Lang? 

"Hmph, if the three of you dare to say one more thing, don't blame me for killing people without 

mercy." 

Su Lang's long sword was sheathed, he left a word coldly, and was about to leave soon. 

But at this moment! 

The sky and the earth suddenly darkened, and the clear sky instantly turned into dark clouds! 

A strange breath filled the space between heaven and earth. 

In the next moment, hundreds of blood-red beams of light rose into the sky, and all the strongholds 

outside the city turned on their warning beams! 

"this is!?" 

The complexion of the three Yin Zhou suddenly changed. 

"A wave of fierce beasts once every ten years?" 

Su Lang's expression also moved. His predecessor had experienced this vision once, and he naturally 

knew what it meant. 

Chapter 93: Different fire, green lotus dragon pattern! 
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"Roar!" 

A violent growl came. 

Su Lang followed the sound and saw a saber-toothed lion that had soared four or five times in size, 

staring at them with blood red eyes. 

It can be seen that under the influence of that strange aura, the strength of this saber-toothed lion has 

increased by at least half a small realm. 

Moreover, this saber-toothed lion had lost all of its sanity at this time, and could not even feel the fear. 

"Roar!" 

In the next second, the saber-toothed lion rushed over violently. 

"Humph!" 

Su Lang kicked a stone away, directly exploding the saber-toothed lion's head. 

The dead saber-toothed lion gradually shrank and returned to its original size. 

"It's really a wave of fierce beasts!!" 

Yu Feng's eyes were full of horror, "Just come what you can say. When the city barrier was recently 

maintained, the defense power was not even 80% of the usual!" 

"And Ye Feizhang is dead!" 

Regardless of whether he could beat Su Lang or not, Bao Zheng pointed at Su Lang sadly and shouted: 

"It's all right now, the power to resist the tide of beasts is even more insufficient! 

It's all you, so pleading with you, you still..." 

"Stop talking more!" 

Yin Zhou hurriedly stopped Bao Zheng. He knew that Bao Zheng would end up terribly if he dared to talk 

about it! 

Bao Zheng calmed down a bit after being stopped by Yin Zhou, and his gaze at Su Lang also brought a 

trace of fear. 

"Mr. Su Lang, I'm afraid this wave of fierce beasts will trouble you to take action!" 

Yin Zhou turned around and bowed to Su Lang with a sincere expression. 

"of course can." 

Su Lang nodded faintly. 

As a member of mankind, he also didn't want Red Maple City to be destroyed by fierce beasts. 

"Great, Yin Zhou is grateful!" 



Yin Zhou made another move. With Su Lang's help, it would be much easier to fight against the tide of 

fierce beasts! 

"It's not too late." 

Yu Feng said anxiously, "Let's go back and deploy defenses." 

But at this time, Bao Zheng suddenly shouted in horror—"Look! What is that!?" 

Su Lang, Yin Zhou, and Yu Feng looked in the direction Bao Zheng was pointing, and saw five super fierce 

beasts hundreds of meters high in the distance! 

The five fierce beasts are of different types, including a black wolf, a red fox, a giant elephant, a golden 

tiger, and a blue giant snake with a white unicorn on its forehead. 

And on the white single horn of the cyan giant snake, there was a lot of cyan flame surrounding it. 

This kind of flame wanders through the air like a living thing, drawing abstract dragon-shaped patterns. 

"That's...that's a different fire-Qinglian dragon pattern fire!" 

Yin Zhou had no expression on his face, his eyes were lost, and he trembled, "It's over...this is over!" 

"What is it?" 

"Aren't they just 5 C-rank fierce beasts with swelling size?" 

Seeing the Yin Zhou three people who looked after each other, Su Lang asked in a puzzled way. 

"That's a C-rank fierce beast, yes, but that crystal-scale green snake possesses a different fire!" 

Bao Zheng said anxiously, "Do you know what a different fire is? Do you know..." 

"Ok!?" 

Su Lang's eyes were cold, and a trace of murderous intent burst out. 

Bao Zheng only felt a terrifying sense of crisis enveloped, and his whole body was instantly horrified, and 

he fell silent immediately. 

"Humph!" 

Su Lang is really annoyed for Bao Zheng, if it weren't for the evil beast tide, he had already used his 

sword. 

"Mr. Su calm down, let me say." 

At this time, Yin Zhou, with a gray complexion, said, "Different fire is a super flame of heaven and earth! 

There are a total of 22 kinds of different fires that are now known, and they are divided into four levels 

of heaven, earth, black and yellow! 

This fierce beast's body is a yellow-level different fire-Qinglian dragon pattern fire! 

But even the yellow-level abnormal fire like the green lotus dragon pattern fire is very scary! 



Once refining it for your own use, it is equivalent to mastering a consummation level advanced attribute 

technique! 

Moreover, it is said that there are other magical aspects of Alien, but this is not what I can know. " 

"Lie noisily, is Yihuo so awesome?" 

Su Lang sucked in cold air, his eyes widened in shock. 

High-level attribute techniques, and they are at the Consummation level, how much combat power does 

that have to increase? 

At this time, Yin Zhou continued: "Of course, it is not that simple to refine the different fires. 

Ninety-nine percent of those who tried to refine the different fires burned themselves! 

This crystal-scaled green snake is estimated to be more compatible with the Qinglian dragon pattern fire 

in its own blood, and with great luck, it can be refined. 

At this time, I estimate that the strength of this crystal scale green snake has reached the martial arts 

level! 

With the addition of the other four C-level fierce beasts, our Red Maple City...I'm afraid we can't keep it! 

! " 

At the end, Yin Zhou's eyes were red. 

As the guard of the Red Maple City Warrior Alliance, he participated in three terrifying wars against the 

tide of beasts! Every time, I managed to defend it. 

For thirty-four years, he had long regarded the Red Maple stronghold as his home. 

But now, the home is about to be destroyed! 

Chapter 94: Just hit it off 

"Guard Yinzhou, we can only start the escape plan!" 

Yu Feng took a deep breath and said tremblingly. 

"Correct!" 

Bao Zheng yelled in horror: "While it is still too late, let's run away!" 

"we can only do this......" 

Yin Zhou nodded sadly. 

The so-called escape plan is to take a small number of elites to escape from Red Maple City through a 

rare airship. 

This means that they will give up 99% of the people in Red Maple City! 

"Leave the green hills without worrying about no firewood, let's go!" 
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Bao Zheng nodded fiercely, he couldn't wait to flee anyway. 

"Let's go." 

Yin Zhou glanced at the crystal scale green snake again, and turned to leave with Yu Feng. 

"Wait!" 

Suddenly, Su Lang's faint voice came from behind. 

"Mr. Su Lang!?" 

Yu Feng was also a little anxious, if he stayed here again, the entire Red Maple City would be finished! 

"You can't beat that crystal scale green snake, doesn't mean I can't beat it!" 

A smile was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth: "This time Red Maple City will be guarded by me. 

You guys, just hit it off." 

"What touch!?" 

The Yin Zhou trio were dumbfounded and couldn't believe their ears! 

"Mr. Su Lang, that's a fierce beast with a different fire!" 

Yu Fengxun said in shock, "Its strength is estimated to have reached the Martial Commander level, how 

can you beat it?" 

"Yes, Mr. Su Lang!" 

Yin Zhou was also unbelievable, "Although you can kill Ye Feizhang, you haven't reached the martial arts 

level!" 

"Do you think I am stupid?" 

Su Lang smiled noncommitantly, "Since I dare to say something like that, I'm naturally confident!" 

Just now, he had penetrated the strength of the 5 C-rank beasts through the attribute panel. 

The black wolf, red fox, giant elephant, and golden tiger are all C-level beasts. 

Although their strength has improved under the influence of that strange aura, they are only equivalent 

to the mid-to-high level generals. 

And the crystal scale green snake with the green lotus dragon pattern fire has the attack level of the 

junior military commander and the other three attributes of the senior military commander. 

This level of combat power is indeed something that Su Lang can deal with. 

But don't forget, Su Lang has only swallowed three clones, and he has the combat power of the quasi 

military commander level! 

If this swallows a few more clones, it is a proper Martial Commander-level! 

"Mr. Su, do you really have a way?" 



Yin Zhou didn't believe that Su Lang was a fool. Seeing that Su Lang was confident, he asked with a 

glimmer of hope. 

"Do not believe it? Then let me open my eyes and watch!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and swallowed all the remaining two clones instantly. 

In an instant, an overwhelming breath of terror erupted from his body. 

A violent whirlwind was directly set off within a radius of several hundred meters, and the three of 

Yinzhou were shocked and almost unsteady on their feet! 

"Martial Commander-level!! This...what secret technique is this!?" 

"Is it true that I crossed a big realm in an instant?" 

"Oh my God, this is incredible!" 

The three of Yinzhou seemed to have seen a ghost, their eyes bursting! 

Su Lang has become accustomed to the fuss of the three of them. 

He smiled slightly and opened the properties panel. 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Quasi-Martial artist 

[Attack level]: Junior Martial Commander+ 

[Defensive Level]: Associate Military Commander+ 

[Physique level]: Junior Martial Commander 

[Endurance Level]: Quasi-Martial Officer+ 

【Mastering Techniques】: Infinite Heart Sutra, Chasing Soul (Advanced, Beginner), Lei Si Zhen Jue 

(Elementary, Xiao Cheng), Lei Guang Zhen Jue (Elementary, Xiao Cheng); Lei Gang Zhen Jue (Elementary, 

Elementary); 

Bajia Bodybuilding Jue (Intermediate, Beginner), Yunyan Cangsibu (Intermediate, Beginner), Mianwu 

Bodybuilding Jue (Intermediate, Beginner), Jiuxiang Mountain Treading Technique (Intermediate, 

Beginner)... 

(Some exercises have been omitted) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key training function (level 5), one-key martial arts function (level 5), 

clone dispatch function (level 5), one-key treasure hunting function (level 3) 

Chapter 95: The tide of fierce beasts begins! 
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"A junior military commander+?" 

Su Lang raised his brows, "It seems that after crossing a large realm, the increase in the swallowing clone 

will also be weakened. 

It's a pity that I don't have enough funds. Otherwise, I spend 10 million gold coins to upgrade the clone 

dispatch to level 6, and then swallow the sixth clone, it is estimated that I will reach the intermediate 

military commander level! 

However, the current combat power is also sufficient. Although the crystal scale green snake has a high 

attack level, the other three items are only at the high general level. Killing it is easy! " 

Thinking of this, Su Lang smiled faintly, turned around and said to Yin Zhou: 

"Don't be stunned, the people in Red Maple City are panicked and terrified. 

You quickly go back to calm the hearts of the people, command the martial artist to guard the barrier, 

and give me the few C-level fierce beasts! " 

At this moment, Su Lang has become a well-deserved leader! 

"Yes! Lord Su Lang!" 

Yin Zhou and the three were extremely excited, like a rough sea. 

With Su Lang, a military-level powerhouse, Red Maple City can be defended, and they don't have to 

leave their homes to flee elsewhere. 

"Go!" 

Su Lang waved his hand, and the high-level spirit soldier long sword obtained from Ye Feizhang 

appeared in his hand. 

This sword radiates a deep ray of light, and its blade is like a cliff standing thousands of feet tall, and its 

lethality is stronger than that of a purple spirit sword! 

Holding a long sword, Su Lang stepped on his feet and rushed out hundreds of meters in an instant. In a 

blink of an eye, his figure disappeared from the eyes of the three Yin Zhou. 

"Master Su Lang...please!" 

Yin Zhou murmured, and Yu Fengbao was rushing towards the barrier. 

When Su Lang, Yin Zhou and others moved separately, hundreds of strongholds outside the city began 

to evacuate quickly before the tide of fierce beasts had completely formed. 

Ten minutes later, the tide of ferocious beasts all over the mountains has formed a wave of mountains 

and seas! 

Countless unreasonable beasts huddled together, rushing toward the towering barriers of Red Maple 

City like a tsunami. 



They are cruel and cruel, and anything that is contaminated with human breath is the target of their 

destruction. 

A large number of human warriors were overtaken, bitten, and swallowed by them. I don't know how 

many people died in a short time! 

Su Lang swiftly moved forward in the vast wilderness, and the densely packed fierce beasts were not 

afraid of his powerful aura, and they madly hunted and killed them. 

Su Lang fought one sword after another, and any fierce beast dared to step within three meters, only 

one word would end in the game-death! 

In the torrent of fierce beasts, Su Lang forcibly killed a terrifying blood path, and quickly extended 

towards the crystal-scaled green snake! 

On the other side, tens of thousands of warriors appeared on the mountain-like barrier of Red Maple 

City. 

Almost the official warriors of the entire Red Maple City have been called up, and even the peak body 

tempering. 

At the same time, the barriers over a kilometer high and the upper half of the Martial Arts Alliance 

Building in the center of the city quickly lit up with mysterious lines, and a transparent mask gradually 

covered the entire Red Maple City. 

These mysterious lines are the engraved formations of the noble array mage, with powerful defensive 

and offensive capabilities. 

However, even with these powerful formations guarding, those warriors are still indifferent! 

Because there were five C-rank beasts attacking the city this time, except for the D-rank and E-ranks, 

there are no counts. The number alone is desperate! 

A few minutes later, the latest wave of beasts has spread below the barrier! 

"Prepare! Shoot!!" 

A warrior gave an order, and hundreds of warriors drew their bows and arrows together, throwing sharp 

arrows out. 

Without waiting for another order, the warriors shot a second arrow! 

A bow and arrow almost turned into an automatic rifle in their hands, with extremely fierce firepower. 

At the same time, the more powerful crossbows also fired! 

The crossbow arrow shoots into the wave of fierce beasts like a gun, and instantly penetrates a distance 

of tens of meters. All fierce beasts that hit the arrow are torn apart, and there is no whole body. 

Almost every terrifying crossbow arrow can kill dozens or hundreds of beasts. 

However, even with such a powerful firepower, it could not stop the tide of fierce beasts at all. 



"boom!!" 

A loud noise came from a certain direction of the barrier, and it was a tsunami-like wave of beasts that 

hit the defensive mask! 

In the next moment, Xuan'ao's formation lines shine brightly! 

A terrifying shock wave ejected suddenly, countless fierce beasts instantly turned into meatloaf, and a 

vacuum area appeared under the barrier. 

Immediately afterwards, dense lightning spurted from the barrier, and I don't know how many fierce 

beasts were directly beaten to ashes. 

Chapter 96: First take your sword! 

However, there are too many fierce beasts! 

They rushed forward desperately, and even withstood the terrifying thunder and lightning, they began 

to attack the defensive mask. 

"Damn it! The defensive mask began to bear the attack before the C-rank beast arrived!" 

A warrior looked savage, with madness and despair in his eyes, "If this goes on, the barrier will definitely 

be destroyed!" 

"Yeah! According to the current trend, even if Master Yinzhou makes a move, they will not be able to 

turn the tide!" 

"It's over, we definitely can't keep it this time! What should we do? Are we all here!?" 

The surrounding warriors were infected by the panic and uneasy atmosphere, and they all began to 

despair. 

At this moment, one person suddenly groaned, pointing to the distance and shouting 

——"Look! The 5 C-rank fierce beasts have stopped!" 

Everyone looked over in shock, only to see that the hundreds-meter-high C-rank fierce beast actually 

stopped. 

"God, what the **** is going on?" 

"There has never been a precedent for a C-level beast to stop halfway!" 

"Are they brewing some terrifying big move!?" 

"..." 

The moment the C-level fierce beast stopped, the entire barrier was in an uproar! 

Almost all the warriors who saw this scene were shocked and pale! 

As for the cause of this abnormal phenomenon, probably only the three of Yin Zhou knew. 

"Master Su Lang stopped them!!" 
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Yin Zhou was ecstatic and couldn't help clenching his fists. 

"Yes, it must be Lord Su Lang!" 

Yu Feng and Bao Zheng also stared with surprises. 

"Quickly, hasn't the plan been fully deployed yet!?" 

Yin Zhou turned and said righteously to Feng Bao, "Speed up and let someone you trust us take 

command of the army. Let's go and assist Master Su Lang immediately!" 

"Okay! We work together to prevent that C-rank fierce beast from getting closer to the barrier!" 

Yu Feng solemnly nodded his head, immediately went to deploy, and prepared to go out of the city to 

fight. 

On this occasion. 

Su Lang was standing on the top of a rocky peak. 

His whole body was covered with the blood of the beast, and the blood kept dripping, even forming a 

pool of blood under his feet. 

A few hundred meters away, there are 5 terrifying C-class beasts 

——Demon-eyed black wolf, rainbow jade red fox, heavy ancient giant elephant, bloodthirsty golden 

tiger, and crystal scale green snake comparable to a military commander! 

At this moment, these 5 huge fierce beasts all stared at Su Lang closely. 

There is a trace of instinctual jealousy in the eyes of the four fierce beasts, including the black wolf. 

Obviously, they also felt the powerful aura in Su Lang's body. 

On the contrary, the crystal-scale green snake looked at Su Lang with a hint of contempt. 

"It seems that you are smarter than those inferior goods." 

A sneer was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, "Unfortunately, this can't change your fate of 

imminent death!" 

"Roar--!!" 

The Crystal Scale Green Snake seemed to feel Su Lang's ridicule, and suddenly roared to the sky in anger, 

his voice piercing the sky. 

Immediately afterwards, it swayed, swooping down carrying the endless green lotus dragon pattern fire. 

At the same time, the four behemoths including the Demon Eyed Black Wolf also slew towards Su Lang 

one after another, and the overwhelming shadow instantly drowned him! 

"Humph!!" 

Su Lang snorted disdainfully, then turned his gaze, and put it on Hongyu Red Fox, "I'll take your sword 

first!" 



In the next millisecond, Su Lang stepped on the top of the explosive rock, his figure soared into the sky, 

and disappeared into place in an instant. 

From a distance, a black line passed through the air and connected to Hongyu Red Fox! 

"Squeaky--!" 

Hongyu Red Fox only felt a sense of horror engulfing his whole body, and his fur suddenly burst, and he 

wanted to evade. 

However, in the face of Su Lang Gundam's junior martial-arts level, it has no chance to dodge. 

"Chasing the soul, Suo!" 

Su Lang fell between the eyes of Hongyu Red Fox, and the sharp sword instantly penetrated the center 

of its eyebrows. 

"squeak--!!" 

The pupils of the Hongyu Red Fox shrank like needles and screamed in pain and despair. 

"boom!!" 

A violent thunder and lightning spurted from the blade, directly burning its brain into a pile of coke! 

I saw Hongyu Red Fox's body stiff, its huge body shrank sharply like a discouraged ball, and finally 

became the original size of several tens of meters. 

This scene fell in the eyes of the warriors far above the barrier, as if the rainbow red fox gradually 

disappeared! 

Suddenly, the warriors on the entire barrier were stunned! ! 

Chapter 97: The death of the crystal scale green snake 

Immediately afterwards, countless warriors began to discuss with excitement. 

"My God, do you see clearly, what happened?" 

"I only saw the few C-rank fierce beasts suddenly angry and attacked the mountain, and then the red fox 

fierce beast quickly became smaller and disappeared!" 

"It was killed! The same was true when those C-rank beasts who had attacked the city died before!" 

"Such a powerful fierce beast, unexpectedly died so unclearly!?" 

"What's unclear? Someone must be fighting with them!!" 

"A strong person is guarding our Red Maple City? That's great!" 

"..." 

A large number of warriors are talking about it, and it looks like a pot of oil is boiling. 

At the top of the barrier, the Yin Zhou trio were shocked and excited, and couldn't help but talk. 
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"Unexpectedly, Master Su Lang would kill a C-level so quickly, so strong!" 

"It's worthy of being a martial-arts-level powerhouse, it's so fierce, it can actually kill five such terrifying 

beasts in the siege!" 

"Yeah, it's too tough, it's harder than winning the first rank among a thousand troops!" 

"Our Red Maple City can be protected by Lord Su Lang, it is really lucky!" 

At this moment, a more shocking scene appeared. 

"Look! That heavy ancient giant elephant is getting smaller, and it has been killed too!" 

"Not only the heavy ancient giant elephant, but also the black wolf with magic eyes, it is also rapidly 

becoming smaller!" 

"Look over there, the bloodthirsty tiger is on the run! God, it won't move! It's getting smaller! It's dead 

too!!" 

"What kind of strong is it that can kill four C-level beasts instantly in such a short time?" 

"This scene is really shocking, my heart is shaking!" 

"..." 

Countless warriors looked at the area where Su Lang was intently, with endless worship and awe in their 

eyes. 

The Yin Zhou trio were also stunned by shock, their faces full of sluggishness. 

After a while, the dementia on the three faces gradually turned into surprise. 

"I didn't expect Master Su Lang to be so strong!" 

"I even wanted to help Master Su Lang, it's ridiculous to think of it!" 

"Master Su Lang is so powerful, this time we can not only defend Red Maple City, but also completely 

wipe out the evil beasts!" 

"Yes! As long as this wave of fierce beasts is completely eliminated, we will be better off in the next 50 

or 60 years!" 

"Quickly, let's personally command the martial artist, and we must hold the barrier well!" 

"exactly!" 

"..." 

Su Lang was in a good mood just as there was joy on the barrier. 

Because he just harvested the whole body materials of four C-level beasts, which can be worth millions 

of gold coins! 

That's right, the C-level fierce beast is so valuable! 



"Roar--!" 

At this time, the Crystal Scale Green Snake roared angrily, and immediately carried an endless flame, 

and slammed over. 

"whispering sound!" 

Su Lang curled his lips in disdain, "Now, it's your turn!" 

Just now when he killed the four fierce beasts including the rainbow jade red fox, the crystal-scaled 

green snake also launched an attack. 

But its level of physical strength is only high-level generals, and it has been played around by Su Lang 

throughout the entire process. 

"Boom!" 

In a blink of an eye, the crystal-scale green snake rushed to Su Lang, and the soaring green lotus dragon-

patterned fire seemed to devour the world! 

"Chasing the soul, Toru!" 

Su Lang flipped his wrist, and the billowing thunder pours down along with a earth-shaking sword light. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The endless thunder and the green lotus dragon pattern fire are intertwined, making continuous 

explosions. 

Su Lang's thunder is much weaker than the green lotus dragon pattern. 

Almost in the next second, the purple thunder was completely swallowed by the cyan flame. 

But in this second! 

Su Lang's long sword was also severely slashed on the neck of the crystal scale green snake. 

"Crack--!!!" 

There was a toothless cracking sound, and a large number of crystal scales splashed around with blood. 

A huge sword wound abruptly covered half of the neck of the crystal scale green snake! 

"Roar!" 

The crystal-scale green snake roared in pain and anger, turned its head and opened the mouth of the 

huge snake like a small lake, and bit down fiercely. 

At the same time, countless green lotus dragon-pattern fires drowned Su Lang severely. 

"Lei come!!" 

Su Lang turned around and escaped the big mouth of the crystal-scale green snake, once again bursting 

out a large amount of thunder. 



Billowing Thunder was soon annihilated by the Qinglian dragon pattern fire again. 

But at the same time, he also won a chance to make a sword for Su Lang! 

"Chasing the soul, Suo!" 

The long sword in Su Lang's hand instantly pierced the wound on the neck of the crystal scale green 

snake. 

This time, there are no hard scales blocking it! 

A horrible sword of thunder and lightning, like a broken bamboo, came out directly from the other side 

of the crystal scale green snake's neck! 

"His...hoar..." 

The crystal scale green snake uttered a miserable and weak roar, and the green lotus dragon pattern fire 

also dissipated. 

Its huge body fell weakly and made a deafening sound! 

Chapter 98: This is so cool! 

"We have won!" 

"We have secured the stronghold of Red Maple City!" 

"Great, now we can live a stable life for decades!" 

"..." 

On the barrier, the warriors who saw the crystal scale green snake fall were excitedly shouting! 

The three Yin Zhou were also excited, and they couldn't wait to scream up to the sky. 

Su Lang's side. 

After the crystal scale green snake was completely dead, its body began to shrink rapidly at a speed 

visible to the naked eye. 

When its body returned to its original size, it disappeared directly in place. 

"Ding! The green lotus dragon pattern fire*1 you got, the single horn of the crystal scale blue snake*1, 

the crystal scale blue snake eye*2, the crystal scale blue snake fang*2, the crystal scale blue snake 

scale*366... ..." 

"Ding! A different fire green lotus dragon pattern fire is detected, is it refining?" 

"Noisy, noisy!" 

Su Lang suddenly opened his mouth in surprise. 

He never expected that the system could help him refine the fire! 

This is awesome! 
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"System, immediately refine the green lotus dragon pattern fire for me!" 

Su Lang made a decisive decision and immediately issued instructions. 

"Ding! Start refining the Qinglian dragon pattern fire, with 24 hours remaining!" 

The system prompt came, and the green lotus dragon flame in the storage space disappeared 

immediately. 

"So cool, so cool!" 

Su Lang's expression was exhilarated: "This is so cool!" 

It is almost impossible for other people to refine the different fires, and even lose their lives if they are 

not careful! 

But Su Lang only needs to wait 24 hours to easily master the blue lotus dragon pattern fire. How can it 

be uncomfortable if such good things fall on his head! ? 

At this time, Su Lang, who was extremely smooth, remembered that he still had 5 million gold coins to 

be useless! 

5 million gold coins, how many system functions can this upgrade! 

"System, deposit all the gold coins and spirit stones for me!" 

Su Lang excitedly said, "Then upgrade the system functions for me, and upgrade all that can be 

upgraded for me!" 

"Ding! All gold coins and spirit stones have been deposited!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 1 million gold coins, the one-key training function is upgraded to level 6, and the 

training speed is increased to 64 times the basic speed!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 1 million gold coins, the one-click martial arts function has been upgraded to 

level 6, and the training speed has been increased to 32 times the basic speed!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 100,000 gold coins, the one-click treasure hunting function has been upgraded to 

level 4, and the number of treasure hunting flying gliders has increased to 16!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 1 million gold coins, the one-click treasure hunting function has been upgraded 

to level 5, and the number of treasure hunting flying gliders has increased to 32!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on raising the one-click treasure hunting function to level 5, and the treasure 

hunting flying flying treasure hunting efficiency and life-saving ability have been doubled!" 

Wonderful system prompts keep coming, which is even more refreshing than the sound of X-calling of 

the best girl! 

"what!?" 

At this moment, Su Lang, who was full of ecstasy, suddenly let out a surprise. 



He found that the strange breath that permeated between the sky and the earth slowly dissipated, and 

the dark clouds in the sky slowly dispersed, revealing the brilliant sun. 

Immediately afterwards, the fierce beasts who had madly attacked the city gradually returned to their 

original size and began to flee in panic. 

"It's weird, like someone is manipulating it behind the scenes." 

Su Lang squinted his eyes and looked at the sky, and then shook his head, setting his gaze into the dense 

tide of fierce beasts. 

Such dense beasts are a good time to harvest! 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and rushed into the group of fierce beasts with a long sword! 

The next moment, a terrifying river of blood reappeared in the disintegrated group of fierce beasts. 

With the strength of one person, Su Lang turned out to be like a huge ship with long wind and waves, 

moving forward fast among the ferocious beasts. 

All the fierce beasts blocking the road were all beheaded by him. 

Ding Ding Ding’s system prompts kept coming, and within a short period of time, the beast material in 

the storage space had grown a hill! 

At the same time, the warriors on the barrier also found Su Lang's figure, and they were suddenly 

excited. 

"Look at it! That is the adult who killed 5 C-rank fierce beasts!" 

"So young! Looks less than twenty years old, this adult must be a super evildoer who will not be born for 

a hundred years!" 

"I have decided. From now on, this adult will be my idol. I must know his name." 

"I really admire him, I really want to fight **** battles with him!" 

Many warriors looked excited, and there was a strong worship in their eyes. 

Chapter 99: The respectful Yinzhou trio 

At this moment, a loud shout suddenly came-- 

"Oh my God, did you find out that this adult looks exactly like Su Lang wanted by the Ye family!" 

Everyone took a closer look, and suddenly paled in shock. 

Almost all the warriors have seen Ye Family's wanted order, so many people know Su Lang's 

appearance. 

At this time, someone reminded that everyone immediately recognized Su Lang. 

"Really looks exactly like Su Lang!" 

"Could it be that this adult is wanted by the Ye family?" 
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"It should be correct! Did you find out that the Ye Family is no longer good enough!" 

"Yes, yes, many core members of the Ye family, including Ye Feizhang, did not appear today!" 

"Look, why is the Ye Family's warrior's face so ugly? Could this adult really be Su Lang?" 

"I think it should be! The Ye family dared to provoke this adult, and even dared to issue a wanted 

warrant, it was all looking for death!" 

"Yes, I think so too. Ye Feizhang and others didn't show up, they must have been taken care of by Lord 

Su Lang, and the blame should be taken by oneself, and the blame should be taken by oneself!" 

Everyone talked a lot, and quickly analyzed the truth. 

"Everyone listens!" 

At this time, Yin Zhou's voice suddenly spread throughout the audience: "Follow in the footsteps of 

Master Su Lang, chase and destroy the disintegrated group of beasts, do it now!" 

As soon as these words came out, Su Lang's identity was immediately confirmed. 

All the warriors sighed ‘it really is so’, and immediately once again expressed their contempt for the Ye 

Family’s irresponsibility. 

But the warriors of the Ye Family were unremarkable and almost desperate. 

Offending a powerful person like Su Lang, this makes them want to judge the Ye Family directly! 

Next, the barrier defensive mask gradually disappeared, and the warriors rushed out with excitement. 

They hunted and killed the disintegrated beasts in groups, expanding the victory of the victory. 

The fierce beasts were defeated like a mountain, and their combat power was greatly reduced. Under 

the chase of thousands of warriors, they died in pieces! 

At this time, Su Lang also abruptly slammed under the barrier. 

His fierce slaughter of fierce beasts, and the river of blood that represents death, attracted the 

admiration and awe of many warriors! 

His young and handsome appearance coupled with incomparable strength, instantly reaped the heart of 

many girls! 

suddenly. 

"Ding! The duration of the swallowed clone is over, and the swallowed clone falls into the cooling time!" 

Su Lang's terrifying military commander-level aura gradually disappeared, and finally fell to the military 

commander level. 

Immediately afterwards, the generalist-level aura slowly dormant, and Su Lang immediately left only the 

quasi-martialist-level aura fluctuations and a deep feeling. 

At this time, Yin Zhou, Yu Feng, and Bao Zheng personally walked out of the barrier. 



When they noticed that Su Lang had only the quasi-martial master-level spiritual energy fluctuations, 

they were immediately shocked. 

When Su Lang killed Ye Feizhang before, his body exuded an abyss-like quasi-martial commander aura. 

They thought that Su Lang was at least a military commander. 

Given them a hundred heads, they couldn't think of it, Su Lang's true realm was only a quasi-martialist 

level! 

"This, this! Lord Su Lang turned out to be only in the realm of a quasi-martial master!?" 

"In other words, Master Su Lang almost straddled two great realms and killed that powerful crystal-scale 

green snake!?" 

"This is too abnormal, is this really something humans can do?" 

"My God, am I dreaming!?" 

The brains of the three Yin Zhou were blank, and their thinking almost stopped. 

"Why are you stunned?" 

Su Lang reminded him with a faint smile on his face. 

"Ah! No!" 

The three Yin Zhou came back to their senses and quickly saluted them respectfully. 

Although Su Lang is only at the level of a quasi-martial artist, this does not detract from his tall image in 

Yin Zhou and others, but makes Yin Zhou and others even more afraid to offend. 

After all, at the quasi-martialist level, you can easily kill the martial-master-level fierce beasts. It is 

almost all right to become a martial king! 

At present, King Wu of the Blue Star is the figure standing at the top of the pyramid! 

How dare they offend a future Lord Martial Master? 

Chapter 100: Please feel free to use it! 

"Master Su Lang, this time you really worked hard!" 

"Thanks to Lord Su Lang, we can save Red Maple City!" 

"Master Su Lang, Bao Zheng has spoken disrespectfully many times before, Master Su Lang must be 

punished!" 

The three Yin Zhou saluted Su Lang respectfully, emotionally and sincerely. 

Bao Zheng even bowed and apologized for the offense of his eyesight and words. 

Such a scene fell in the eyes of the surrounding warriors, and they were immediately amazed. 

After all, Yin Zhou and others have always been the masters of Red Maple City, but at this time they 

bowed to others, which is really rare. 
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"Haha, really hard work." 

Su Lang laughed, then the corner of his mouth twitched, "If the three of you really thank me, please give 

me thousands of gold coins." 

As soon as this remark came out, Yin Zhou and others smiled suddenly. 

First of all, it was because Su Lang did not look down at them from a high level, but instead had a kind of 

approachable feeling. 

Secondly, they had also investigated Su Lang before and knew that Su Lang had a strong attachment to 

gold coin spirit stones. 

This is a very down-to-earth hobby! 

"Master Su Lang, it is entirely your credit that Red Maple City was spared this time!" 

Yin Zhou smiled and arched his hands, "Without you, Red Maple City would no longer exist! 

Therefore, whatever you need, the Red Maple Branch of the Warrior Alliance, please feel free to use it! " 

Yu Feng and Bao looked at each other from the front, and nodded solemnly: "Our two families also, 

please don't hesitate to use Master Su Lang!" 

If they choose the escape plan, the family's century-old foundation will be gone. 

When you go to other places, you will have to send someone under the fence. If you can't say you can't 

be suppressed so that it is difficult to turn over, how can you still live the life of the past? 

And Su Lang wanted nothing more than property, as long as the lifeblood of their two families was kept 

constant, any money they could take away! 

"Hahahaha! Then I'm not welcome." 

Su Lang smiled happily, "But, even if you use it, you can give me some gold coins and spirit stones, and 

then just give me what you think I can use. 

By the way, the last time I went to the Gongfa shop in the Union Building, there were so many good 

things inside! " 

"Haha, Master Su Lang, I understand now!" 

Yin Zhou smiled happily, and Yu Feng and Bao Zheng also nodded proudly. 

"Okay, then you go to work." 

Su Lang nodded with a smile, "I'm going to rest." 

"Okay, Lord Su Lang!" 

Yin Zhou nodded, and smiled and handed out a purple card, "This is the universal VIP Reiki training room 

door card for the Alliance, please accept it." 

"You have a heart." 



Su Lang smiled and accepted the key card, and immediately entered the barrier. 

The three Yin Zhou wanted to send each other off, but he refused. 

After entering the city, Su Lang went directly to the Martial Arts Alliance Building. 

At this time, there were fewer people in the Musha League Building, leaving almost all female civilians. 

However, the good news that the tide of fierce beasts has retreated has been passed, and everyone is 

ecstatic, so here is a bit lively. 

Su Lang walked into the Martial Arts Hall and immediately attracted a lot of attention. 

"It's a young quasi-martial master!" 

"Looking at his **** appearance, he must have killed many fierce beasts!" 

"So handsome, so handsome, the key is to be amazing, it would be great if I could marry him!" 

"There is no self-knowledge at all, I just hope that he will be satisfied by looking at me more." 

"..." 

I don't know how many young and beautiful women looked at Su Lang like an idiot, and some even 

scratched their heads to try to get his attention. 

However, how could Su Lang be interested in these vulgar fans? 

He didn't even bother to take a look and walked directly upstairs. 

At this time, a young woman in high-level work clothes came to him. 

"The prospective martial artist!" 

The young woman's face was reddish, and she asked softly, "Do you have any help?" 

"Oh?" 

Su Lang glanced at the young woman and took out the purple card, "Do you know this card?" 

"This is! The alliance's general VIP Reiki training room door card!" 

The young woman's eyes widened instantly, and her face was full of shock. 

This precious card can be used in the VIP Reiki Training Room of the Warrior Alliance at any stronghold! 

Those who can possess such precious cards are extremely distinguished! 

"Just get to know and lead the way." 

Su Lang walked forward as he spoke. 

"Yes! Your lord!" 

The young woman ran to the front with excitement, leading the way. 



However, other female employees are very, very envious. 

After all, that's an incredible big man, if he climbs on his thigh, he will fly on the branch and become a 

phoenix! 

 


